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ABSTRACT 
In a restaurant recommender system the main focus is on the 

user rating or perhaps the customer satisfaction that is 

significant of all. The contextual features are closely studied 

which aids as the precipitate for the study. In order to identify 

relevant contextual information for the study, only those 

cardinal features that are significant for the decision criteria 

are considered. Subsequently these features which are 

identified are used for the analysis. However, insignificant 

features may not scale up well for the study. This reduces 

dimensionality issues. Previously this kind of an approach 

using contextual feature has been utilized for various studies 

in restaurant recommender system. This is of prime 

importance in order to build the relevant contextual user 

profile. The customer rating or the level of satisfaction stated 

by the customer is used to study the perception of the 

restaurant by the customer. Also to extract those customers 

who visit a particular restaurant moderately than in 

comparison with those who visits very often or visits less than 

moderate. These customers are extracted to be focused upon 

for increase of sale by sending them text messages or emails 

regarding the offers and other discounts which is more 

economical rather than sending those offers to every customer 

visiting the restaurant. 

General Terms 
Restaurant recommender system, customer behavior, 

clustering, data mining. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It's common to ask friends about new places to eat or visit the 

nearby restaurant. Touristic guides are other conventions used 

to find good restaurants in the nearby vicinity. However, 

customers having divergent likes and dislikes would not want 

to have an unpleasant experience after dining in a restaurant 

so they would expect a recommender system that gives 

features about a restaurant in a specific locality. 

Consequently, the suggestions provided by the recommender 

system would be more precise than those provided by other 

customers who had previously visited that restaurant. 

Actually, recommender systems are common online services 

that help users to cope with plethora of information by 

reclaiming useful items according to their preferences. A 

content-based recommendation system builds a model only 

from the user’s favorite items. This is both useful to attract 

intending customers as well as give the customers a better 

experience after visiting the restaurant. As this mines the data 

regarding the particular customer likes and dislikes or rather 

preferences, the restaurant can increase their sale focusing on 

specific groups of customers as intended by the restaurant, 

either moderate, less than moderate or increased frequency of 

visits by a customer. Sending customized text messages to 

customers with moderate frequency, increase of sale is 

possible. These messages can also be sent to every customer 

registered with the particular restaurant but it does not hold 

good in terms of economy as sending offers to customers with 

high frequency of visits is not needful or economically 

efficient. On the contrary customers with very low frequency 

of visits need not be focused for increased sale because there 

are customers who fall in between the very high and very low 

frequency groups who can potentially be the focus of the 

restaurant to possibly convert them into the high frequency 

group in future. Consequently, this aids in increasing sale by 

using feature selection technique. 
 
 
   

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

This review throws light upon two main topics i.e. relevant 

contextual feature information and user profile built upon the 

significant contextual features. Context-aware recommender 

systems are on the rise among the potential customers. 

Although the effect of contextual information has not been 

thoroughly examined, related research discloses that 

contextual information is significant for the study to provide 

increased focus on specific group of customers. The effect of 

context variables in a restaurant recommender system was 

analyzed and several clusters were built upon according to the 

statistic interdependence between matching set of context 

variables. The anticipative accuracy is enhanced by the 

context variables. It shows the benefits of contextual 

information in precision. Another approach that was used in 

the study consisted of splitting of user profile which results in 

several sub-profiles, in order to focus more on divergent 

behaviors. It was showed that accuracy could increase by 

making recommendations using sub-profiles in place of a 

single user profile. The integration of contextual information 

necessitates dimensionality reduction for a clear result. These 

problems are dealt with data mining techniques. However, 

when the system returns plethora of results, an algorithm is 

used to minimize the result list eliminating the insignificant 

data. These results show that anticipative performance can be 

imp by a closed selection of contextual features and their 

corresponding item ratings. In contrast to the reviewed works, 

in this study, the primary goal is to identify relevant attributes 

and then assess their effects in the system’s anticipative 

performance. This serves as a semantic restaurant 

recommender system that blends social and contextual aspects 

that was used as the test base. 
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3. SYSTEM MODEL 

3.1 Algorithm Restaurant Recommender 

System 
START  

Set Customer_preferences;  

Set Nearest_Restaurant_Availabilities;  

Display Customer_preferences that match the 

Nearest_Restaurant-Availabilities;  

Set Customer_Frequency as Very_Low=0, Moderate=1, 

High=2;  

Display Customers with Customer_Frequency=1;  

Send Customized_Text_Messages to Customers with 

Customer_Frequency=1;  

END  
 

The algorithm extracts the customers whose preferences meet 

the restaurant features and also specially mines those 

customers whose frequency of visiting the restaurant is 

moderate. In order to increase the sale these customers are 

considered to be the target group by sending customized text 

messages regarding the offers and other discounts. 
 

4. PERFORMANCE AND ANALYSIS   
From figure (1) we can analyze the customer behavior by 

inputting customer data holding the customer ratings for the 

restaurants into WEKA tool. The result shows the clusters of 

varied customer preferences. By analyzing the data using the 

restaurant recommender system we can extract those 

customers who have given moderate ratings and study their 

preferences and implement innovations in the restaurant as 

preferred by those customers in order to increase the sale. 

 

 Figure (1) showing input of customer data using WEKA 

tool 

 

 Figure (2) showing the results of Cluster Analysis using 

WEKA tool 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

ENHANCEMENT 
This study focuses on increasing the sale by achieving both 

customer satisfaction and increased attention for specific 

group of customers who are potential customers, this is done 

by sending text messages to that specific group so that there is 

a possibility of converting their visits from moderate to high. 

Further enhancements can be made to study more about the 

customer behavior of a specific group to further increase sales 

by creation of innovative ideas to also include those features 

that are trending in particular vicinity.  
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